
hourly upper-air soundings. At Byrd and McMurdo
Stations, Navy crews were busy smoothing runways,
setting out emergency lighting, reactivating naviga-
tional aids, and checking out equipment. The
Christchurch detachment of the Naval Support Force
was asked to have a fuselage tank ready for installa-
tion in the Hercules.

Commander Balish arrived in New Zealand on
September 11 at 1125 hours. At 0959 on the fol-
lowing day, he left Christchurch for McMurdo Sta-
tion where he arrived at 1858. By this time,
weather at Byrd Station had deteriorated and the
fly-in had to be delayed for several hours. Dr. Hunt
reported that Spitz was resting comfortably, although
his condition was gradually worsening. The emer-
gency, while real, was not acute.

The Hercules departed McMurdo for Byrd Sta-
tion at 0435 on September 13. Everything went
smoothly. After a brief stop at Byrd to load Spitz
on board, the aircraft proceeded directly to Christ-
church, arriving at 1952. After diagnosis at a civilian
hospital, it was decided that surgery for an infected
appendix would be delayed for three months while
treatment with antibiotics continued.

The evacuation of Spitz by air was the fourth
aerial medical evacuation since the introduction of
the LC-130F to Antarctica in 1960, and the second
from Byrd Station. The first, also from Byrd, oc-
curred on April 9, 1961. A Soviet exchange sci-
entist, Mr. Leonid Kuperov, was found to be suffer-
ing from a stomach ailment. The evacuations
from McMurdo took place on June 26, 1964, and
June 6, 1966. The 1964 flight was made to bring
out Bethel L. McMullen, a Builder First Class, who
had suffered severe spinal injuries in a fall. On the
flight of last June, Robert L. Mayfield, Pipefitter
Second Class, was brought to Christchurch suffer-
ing from a ruptured bladder.

Antarctic Nomenclature Shortened
by the Board on Geographic Names

FRED G. ALBERTS

Office of Geography
Department of the Interior

The U.S. Board on Geographic Names has
shortened the names of 32 geographic features in
Antarctica that were previously designated by both
a Christian name and a surname. The changes are

included in the Board's new gazetteer of Antarctica,
now in press.

The briefer forms are considered to be in the
public interest and are consistent with trends in the
normal evolution of geographic names as well as the
stated objectives of national committees concerned
with the naming of antarctic features. Short names
are more convenient for radio transmission and for
use on maps and charts, where the longer forms
tend to obscure topographic detail and soundings.
Also, experience has shown that long names are
generally shortened when used in the field, regard-
less of the official name.

The shortened names are listed below with the
coordinates of the features, followed by the previous
names in parentheses. In a few instances, the ge-
neric portion of the name has been amended to con-
form better with the nature of the geographic feature.

Adams Glacier-66°47'S. 109°24'E. (John Quincy
Adams Glacier)

Arthur Glacier-77'04'S. 145'12'W. (Arthur Davis
Glacier)

Black Coast-72°00'S. 62°30'W. (Richard Black
Coast)

Block Bay-76°15'S. 146°22'W. (Paul Block Bay)
Bowman Peak-77°29'S. 153°13'W. (John Bowman

Peak)
Bryan Coast-73°45'S. 82°00'W. (George Bryan

Coast)
Byrd Land-79°00'S. 120°00'W. (Marie Byrd

Land)
Byrd Mountains-85°26'S. 146°30'W. (Harold Byrd

Mountains)
Cook Ice Shelf-68°40'S. 152°30'E. (Joseph Cook

Bay)
English Coast-73'45'S. 72'00'W. (Robert English

Coast)
Flood Range-76°00'S. 134'15'W. (Hal Flood

Range)
Ford Ranges-77°00'S. 145°00'W. (Edsel Ford

Ranges)
Gould Peak-78'07'S. 155'15'W. (Charles Gould

Peak)
Hays Mountains-85°57'S. 155°20'W. (Will Hays

Mountains)
Hull Bay-74°55'S. 137°40'W. (Cordell Hull Bay)
Hull Glacier-75°05'S. 137°15'W. (Cordell Hull

Glacier)
Humboldt Mountains-71 °45'S. 11 °30'E. (Alexan-

der Humboldt Mountains)
Jackson, Mount-71 o25S 63°23'W. (Andrew Jack-

son, Mount)
June, Mount-76°16'S. 145°07'W. (Harold June,

Mount)
Land Bay-75°25'S. 141'35'W. (Emory Land Bay)
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Land Glacier-75°40'S. 141°45'W. (Emory Land
Glacier)

McKinley Peak-77°52'S. 148°11'W. (Grace Mc-
Kinley, Mount)

Muller Crest-72°12'S. 8°08'E. (Johannes Muller
Crests)

Nilsen Plateau-86'20'S. 158'00'W. (Thorvald Nil-
sen Mountains)

Owen Peak-71'50'S. 63'00'W. (Russell Owen,
Mount)

Rawson, Mount-85' 55'S. 162'10'W. (Kennett
Rawson, Mount)

Ronne Ice Shelf-78°30'S. 61'00'W. (Edith Ronne
Land)

Ruth, Mount-86°17'S. 151'35'W. (Ruth Black,
Mount)

Scott Glacier-85°30'S. 152°00'W. (Robert Scott
Glacier)

Snow Nunataks-73° 25'S. 77 ' 30'W. (Ashley Snow
Nunataks)

Thomas Mountains-75'32'S. 70'57"W. (Lowell
Thomas Mountains)

Washington Ridge-78'06'S. 154'48'W. (Helen
Washington, Mount)

Orientation Held for Participants in the
U.S. Antarctic Research Program,

1966-1967
A five-day orientation was held September 19-23

by the National Science Foundation (NSF) for field
personnel of USARP-1967. Such meetings are ar-
ranged every year to familiarize the scientific per-
sonnel with the overall program and to brief them
on the history of exploration and research, safety
precautions and survival techniques, and interna-
tional aspects of the program including Antarctic
Treaty obligations. Another purpose of the meet-
ings is to acquaint the personnel with each other
and with the senior administrative staff of USARP.

Prior to departing for Skyland, Shenandoah Na-
tional Park, Virginia, where the orientation was
conducted, the some 200 participants gathered in
Washington, D.C., for welcoming remarks by Dr.
Leland J. Haworth, Director of the National Science
Foundation.

Dr. T. 0. Jones, Director of NSF's Division of
Environmental Sciences, opened Monday's sessions
at Skyland by addressing the group on the objec-
tives and philosophy of the U.S. Antarctic Research
Program. His introduction was followed by a briefing
on the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, after
which group meetings were held with members of
the staff of NSF's Office of Antarctic Programs. In

the evening, retired Rear Admiral George J. Dufek
spoke on his years as commander of Operation
Deep Freeze. He was introduced by Congressman
John P. Saylor (R-Pa.), who had arrived in the
afternoon for an overnight visit.

Speakers on Tuesday included Mr. Walter Sulli-
van, Science Editor of the New York Times, who
reviewed the history of antarctic exploration; re-
tired Ambassador Paul C. Daniels, who spoke on
the international aspects of Antarctica; and Profes-
sor Serge A. Korff, New York University, who dis-
cussed solar-terrestrial relationships as a prelude to
an afternoon session on upper atmosphere physics.

Wednesday was devoted to aspects of the biology,
geology, and mapping programs. The biology ses-
sion was opened by Dr. Waldo Schmidt, U.S. Na-
tional Museum. Drs. J. Campbell Craddock, Uni-
versity of Minnesota; F. Alton Wade, Texas Tech-
nological College; and John C. Crowell, University of
California, Los Angeles, discussed the geology of
Antarctica. Thursday was given over to glaciology,
meteorology, safety and survival, and support op-
erations including the informational programs. Mr.
B. Lyle Hansen, Cold Regions Research and Engi-
neering Laboratory, described the successful drilling
to the bottom of the Greenland ice cap.

On Friday morning. Dr. Robert Cushman Mur-
phy of the American Museum of Natural History
spoke on "The Urgency for Protecting Life Re-
sources in Antarctica." He was followed by Mr.
Neal Potter. Resources for the Future, Inc.. who dis-
cussed the resource potential of the antarctic region.

Postscript to 'Ad lie Penguins in the
Milwaukee County Zoo"

The last issue of the Antarctic Journal (Vol. I,
No. 5. p. 229) contained an article by George
Speidel on the birth of an Adélie penguin at the
Milwaukee County Zoo. The chick did very well for
over a month hut, Dr. Speidel now reports, it died
unexpectedly on August 13. The mother had died
two days earlier.

Autopsies revealed that their accidental deaths re-
sulted from punctured intestines, possibly caused by
bits of sharp stones. (Adult penguins swallow
stones to aid digestion and may transfer some of
them when feeding their chicks regurgitated food.)
The other penguins at the Zoo are doing fine, Dr.
Speidel reports.

Erratum in Vol. 1, No. 5, p. 211-212: the captions
beneath figures 1 and 2 should be transposed.
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